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ABSTRACT: Extracellular matrix (ECM)-mimicking surfaces are pivotal tools for the 

understanding of adherent cells physio-pathology. In this sense, we have recently reported on a 

discrete set of ECM-mimicking SAMs, among which only those exposing IGDQ peptide-

alkanethiols sustain the adhesion of MDA-MB-231 cells by triggering FAK phosphorylation and 

peculiarly induce migration of individual cancer cells at the sub-cm scale. Starting from the 

experimentally observed relationship between the SAM composition, organization and biological 
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response, a systematic computational characterization aided in pinpointing the atomistic details 

through which specific composition and organization achieve the desired biological 

responsiveness. Specifically, solvent, number and type of peptides, the presence or the absence of 

the surface fillers, were accurately considered creating representative model SAMs simulated by 

means of classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) in the view of unravel the experimental evidences, 

revealing how the conformational and structural features of these substrates dictate the specific 

motogenic responses. Through complementary experimental and computational investigations, it 

clearly emerges that it exists a distinct and precise way of mutually interact between IGDQ-

peptides, the surface fillers and Au, that control the structural properties of the ECM-mimicking 

SAMs, and thus their motogenic potential. 

 

INTRODUCTION. 

Cellular microenvironment is certainly one of the most important components regulating the 

behavior of cells through biochemical, biomechanical and bioelectrical signals derived from 

surrounding cells, extracellular matrix (ECM), and soluble factors.1, 2, 3 These components work 

in synergistic and antagonistic manners to regulate the cellular behavior, triggering either 

physiologic or pathologic responses. In this respect, understanding fundamental individual and 

collective cellular migration mechanisms4 could in principle help current therapeutic 

developments in cancer treatment, as the stimulation of malignant cells to migrate allows them 

undergoing metastatic growth in distant organs.5 Indeed, when accomplishing fundamental 
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biological processes, such as adhesion, replication and migration, most mammalian cells must 

cross-talk with the underlying ECM, a complex meshwork of proteins (fibrinogen, vitronectin, 

collagen, fibronectin),6 growth factors (EGF, bFGF, VEGF)7, 8, 9 and glycosaminoglycans.10 

Among these structures, fibronectin (Fn) occupies a central role in cellular adhesion, growth, and 

migration.11, 12 It exists as a protein dimer, consisting of two nearly identical polypeptide chains 

linked by a pair of C-terminal disulfide bonds.11 Each Fn monomer has a molecular weight of 230–

250 kDa and contains three types of modules: type I, II, and III (Figure 1). All three modules are 

composed of two anti-parallel β-sheets although only types I and II are stabilized by intrachain 

disulfide bonds. Following seminal discoveries by Pierschbacher and Ruoslahti,13 scientists could 

establish that the activities of Fn are linked to the action of specific peptide sequences buried into 

dynamic cryptic sites (Figure 1). In particular, the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) peptide, localized in a 

flexible loop of the Fn III10 module,14, 15 mediates cellular adhesion through the binding to integrin 

and its action as an independent chemoattractant has been extensively studied both in solution and 

on artificial interfaces.16, 17, 18 

More recently, it was also found that a cryptic Fn motif Ile-Gly-Asp (IGD), identified in the I7 and 

I9 modules of the gelatin-binding domain and in the migration stimulating factor of Fn (Figure 1), 

induces high motogenicity in human dermal fibroblasts.19 Following studies also suggested that 

modified Fn exposing IGD residues are somehow involved in the migration of metastatic cells as 

a result of a proteolytic modification of the protein.20, 21, 22, 23   
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To probe the motogenic properties of the IGD peptide with model cancer cells, we recently 

engineered isocratic monolayers and SAM gradients on Au surfaces by chemical co-absorption of 

tailored thiol-bearing Ile-Gly-Asp-Gln (IGDQ) peptides and molecular fillers.24 

 

Figure 1. 3D structures of the tenth fibronectin (Fn) type III module containing RGD (PDB 

1TTG), sixth and seventh Fn type I modules containing IGDQ (PDB 3MQL) and the eighth and 

ninth Fn domain pair type I module containing IGDS (PDB 3GXE).  
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Adhesion and Western blot assessments on the whole-population migration of metastatic breast 

cancer cells (MDA-MB-231 cells) showed that the IGDQ-exposing SAMs specifically withstand 

the adhesion of the cancer cells, with the monolayer gradients inducing migration of cell 

subpopulations.24 However, when engineering an artificial ECM mimic, one should also consider 

the static and dynamic properties of both the bioactive peptide ligand structure as well as of the 

interface where it resides.25, 26, 27, 28, 29 For instance, interfacial architectures either burying or 

inducing unfavorable conformations of the ligands, could in principle be biologically silent. 

Peptides and proteins are among the main tools for the preparation of artificial ECM analogues,30, 

31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 but their charged aa sidechains (i.e. those in LYS, ARG, and ASP) display 

a strong tendency to adsorb onto Au(111) surface through charge transfer interactions.41 This can 

influence the orientation of polar groups (such as the peptide bonds, the NH3
+ groups of LYS, or 

the COO- groups of ASP) in the interfacial region, thus affecting its recognition properties.42 In 

this respect, several studies recently appeared in the literature describing structure and 

conformation-dependent adsorptions of polypeptides on Au.22, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51 The adopted 

flatten conformations on the surface suggest that molecular fillers (peptidic-36 or alkylic-spacers 

and “surface fillers”30, 36, 52, 53) populating the underneath area are needed to avoid undesirable 

surface absorption of the peptide ligand.22, 30, 36, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53  

Given these premises, in this paper we describe the structural properties that IGDQ-exposing 

SAMs should have when aimed at triggering cell migration on an artificial interface. In particular, 

we investigated and clarified how the composition, peptide surface concentration and surface filler 

presence affect the bioactive ligand orientation, thereby identifying the ideal combination of such 
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elements for the attainment of responsive IGDQ-exposing interface toward cellular adhesion and 

migration.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Preparation and physicochemical investigations of IGDQ-exposing SAMs. Following the 

approach previously described by us,24 we have prepared through solid-phase peptide synthesis 

(SPPS) a series of IGDQ-containing molecules (ISH and IPSH) bearing a thiol anchoring group 

linked to the peptide termination either through hydrophilic (an undecyl-tetraethyleneglycol chain 

in IPSH) or hydrophobic (an octyl chain in ISH) linkers (Scheme 1). We also used surface 

“fillers”, which are alkanethiol molecules composed by either an undecyl-tetraethyleneglycol 

moiety (PSH, mimicking the linker of IPSH) or a n-octanethiol core (CSH, mimicking the linker 

of ISH). Following a classical one-step full immersion procedure, we generated isocratic SAMs 

(Table S2 entries 1-8),54, 55 while through a two-step immersion protocol56 we realized SAM 

gradients (Table S2 entries 9-13). We first characterized the SAMs properties by measuring their 

wettability, through water contact angle assessment (WCA, Table S2), since this technique is well 

used to elucidate macroscopically the static and dynamic structural properties of SAMs.55, 57, 58, 59, 

60, 61, 62, 63, 64 

WCA measurements define the range of wettability values for all of the surfaces reported in this 

study. Specifically, WCA values of the SAMs prepared with only the surface fillers (Table S2, 

entries 1,2) span from 32.4° (for PS∙Au) to 103.3° (for CS∙Au). An intermediate wettability value 

of about 54.3° has been found for IPS∙Au, the latter exposing only the hydrophilic peptide (Table 
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S2, entry 3), while surprisingly low values resulted from the surfaces exposing the hydrophobic 

one (41.7° for IS∙Au, see Table S2 entry 4). The latter finding may suggest the formation of 

“amorphous” SAMs, due to limited molecular packing and aspecific adsorption connected to 

“lying down” peptide alkanethiol conformations,52 but no further investigations were carried out 

in this sense since this substrate lack of motogenic activity.24 

 

Scheme 1. Schematic representation a) of the peptide-exposing thiol ligands IPSH and ISH, b) 

the surface fillers (PSH and CSH) and of their SAMs on Au surfaces as c,d) isocratic SAMs and 

e) SAM gradients. 
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WCA measurements of the set of the substrates exposing both peptide alkanethiol and filler 

evidence the progressive change of the WCA values as a function of the peptide molar ratio (0, 

2%, 10%, and 100%, Table S2, entries 5-8), or the position along the peptide chemical gradient 

(ca. 3, 6 and 9 mm, Table S2, entries 9-12). For instance, the group of SAMs exposing IPSH and 

PSH shows hydrophobicity increase (from 32.4° to 54.3, Figure 2a), while those surfaces covered 

with ISH and CSH display an opposite trend (from 103.3° to 41.7°, Figure 2a).  

 

Figure 2. Relation between the peptide molar ratio and (a,b) wettability or (c,d) peptide density 

(expressed as N/C at% proportion) as revealed by WCA and XPS assessments on the (a,c) set of 

isocratic SAMs and (b,d) SAM gradients. For the SAM gradients, the water droplets were 

delivered at the beginning, mid and end of the chemical gradient (ca. 3, 6 and 9 mm along the 

direction of the chemical gradient). WCA and N/C values corresponding to these positions in the 

chemical gradients are expressed by the left, mid and right column in plots (b,d). Values are 

reported as mean Y±S.D.  
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Regarding the SAM gradients, the WCA values clearly reveal the anisotropic wettability of these 

ECM-mimicking substrates (Table S2, entries 9-13, and Figure 2b), which show that the 

hydrophobicity increases along the versus imposed by the gradient concentration. Indeed, WCA 

values variation (ΔWCA) ranges from 5.4°, for the hydrophilic SAM gradient ∂IPS/PS∙Au (Table 

S2 entry 9 and Figure 2b), to 22.5° for the hydrophobic SAM gradient ∂IS/CS∙Au (Table S2 entry 

10 and Figure 2b). These results clearly evidence the differences in the wettability between SAMs 

and SAM gradients, most likely ascribable to the different SAM composition along the gradient 

direction, the latter affecting the structural organization. As a way of comparing the surface 

composition of both SAMs and SAM gradients, we studied the surface concentration of the peptide 

heads (peptide density), by X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS).65 The elemental 

compositions and survey scans are reported in Supporting Information S3, where one can clearly 

see that the nitrogen signal is decreasing in intensity (and thus atomic percentage, at%) moving 

from the homogeneous isocratic SAMs (IPS∙Au, IS∙Au and GPS∙Au, N at% ≈ 2 – 6%) to those 

prepared under reduced peptide-to-filler molar ratios (IPS2%/PS∙Au, IS2%/CS∙Au and 

GPS2%/PS∙Au, 0 < N at% > 2, Supporting information Figure S3-1-15). The set of isocratic SAMs 

shows marked differences in terms of molecular composition and organization (i.e. thiols length, 

surface composition and organization), and therefore the Au at% can vary in a broad range of 

values (i.e. ≈ 67 At % in CS∙Au and ≈ 37 at% in GPS∙Au, Supporting Information S3-15). 

Therefore, the best way to compare the differences in the organic moieties of the set of the isocratic 

SAMs is to normalize the at% of the organic moiety by the Au amount (see supporting S3) and 

then use the normalized N1s at% and C1s at% (N/C proportion) as indicator of the peptide density. 

In the case of the SAM gradients the peptide density is changing within the same sample, the Au 
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at% is rather constant and the signals originating from C, O, and S result from the specific 

composition between peptide and filler. In this case, the at% normalization is done by the Au at%, 

yielding gradually increasing N1s/Au4f at%, almost steady S2p/Au4f, and complex trends for 

C1s/Au4f and O1s/Au4f (see Supporting Information S3-20-22).  As expected, the peptide density 

increases as a function of the peptide molar ratio (Figure 2c), while it raises following the distance 

along the chemical gradient in the set of SAM gradients (Figure 2d). In the latter case, the linear 

relation between the nitrogen content and the position along the surface unambiguously confirms 

the anisotropic peptide distribution of these ECM-mimicking substrates (0.58, and 0.55 N1s at% 

mm-1 for ∂IPS/PS∙Au and ∂IS/CS∙Au, respectively, see Figure 4a and Supporting Information S3-

20-22). The structural properties of isocratic SAMs and SAM gradients can be further compared 

by linking the WCA values and the peptide density. In the isocratic SAMs, the change in the 

properties between the substrates surfacing 0% peptide (i.e. PS∙Au and CS∙Au) to 100% peptide 

(i.e. IPS∙Au and IS∙Au) could somehow relate to the changes in the surface composition in the 

corresponding SAM gradients (Figure 2). However, both SAM gradients display lower WCA 

variations and higher values of peptide densities than the corresponding set of isocratic SAMs. 

Indeed, the WCA values range from 32.6° to 38° versus 32.4° to 54.3°, while the N/C at%, result 

0.15-0.20 versus 0-0.1 (for SAM gradient and isocratic SAMs, respectively). These trends of 

wettability and peptide density highlight the main effect of the two SAM preparation procedures 

in terms of SAM composition. SAM gradients clearly display higher peptide-to-filler ratios than 

the corresponding isocratic SAMs, most likely due to the known differences of both kinetics and 

thermodynamics of the SAM formation during one step and two-step chemisorption.66 

Nonetheless, these properties may reflect differences in the organization of the surface-bound 
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peptides (i.e. spacing and conformation consequent to the different surface composition). To better 

elucidate the order/disorder of the motogenic SAM gradient, we have performed a series of AFM 

characterizations (air, room temperature) and dynamic WCA measurements on ultra-flat Au(111). 

As we did for the other chemical and biological characterizations, we have used two isocratic 

SAMs (IPS10%/PS∙Au and IPS90%/PS∙Au) as possible representative systems for the 

interpretation of the morphology in the different areas of the SAM gradient ∂IPS/PS·Au. In a first 

instance, we performed these experiments exactly on the same kind of substrates used for all the 

other biological and physicochemical characterizations (15 mm round glass cover slips coated with 

100 Å of Au over a 20 Å titanium layer, 0.13-0.16 mm thickness from Platypus Technologies). 

However, the AFM characterization of these substrates reveals their high surface roughness (See 

Figure S4-1), which impedes a clear morphological discrimination between the different SAMs. 

We thus used the Platypus Ultra-Flat Gold Chips, characterized by higher surface homogeneity 

and larger areas of Au (111) terraces compared to the other kinds of substrate (See Figure S4-1). 

Furthermore, while the former Au substrate required an acidic and ozonolytic pre-treatment as 

described in the experimental section, these ultra-flat chips (from now on uf-Au(111)) are ready 

to use with no cleaning procedure.  

Consequently, we expected different properties between these two kind of substrates before and 

after SAM formation (i.e. roughness, order, wettability). Tapping mode AFM characterization on 

relatively large areas (5 – 25 µm2) of the isocratic SAMs (Figure S4 1-3) clearly shows the 

presence of soft matter chemisorbed onto the Au surface, with objects having height values 

spanning from 1 to 7 nm, thus compatible with the length of the organic molecules used for the 
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chemisorption (about 5 and 2.6 nm, for the IPSH peptide and the PSH filler in their extended 

conformation, respectively). By looking at the morphology and the cross-section values onto 

smaller areas (0.25 – 1 µm2, Figure S4-3 to 7), one can clearly appreciate the difference between 

ultra-flat Au and the SAMs, and between the SAM exposing “low” IPSH density (IPS10%/PS∙Au) 

and the other one (IPS90%/PS∙Au). For the characterization of the SAM gradient ∂IPS/PS·Au, we 

report the results from the AFM imaging over large (225 µm2), medium (4 µm2) and small (0.25 

µm2) areas, which sustains the presence of an anisotropic distribution of soft matter and sheds light 

on the molecular packing of the peptide and the filler across the anisotropic substrate. The imaging 

across large areas (225 µm2, Figure S4-7) shows the presence of small “hills” of organic matter, 

whose density seems to diminish along the direction of the chemical gradient. The analysis of 4 

µm2 areas (Figure S4-8) reveals that these small aggregates display a broad range of height values 

(3 -20 nm), with some of them fitting with the theoretical length values of the chemisorbed thiols, 

and a part of them clearly representing aggregates of organic matter.  

Morphology and phase imaging on the small areas (0.25 µm2, Figure S4-9) not only confirm the 

aforementioned findings, but also suggest that in the high-density region, the molecular packing 

results much higher than the low-density region, as seen by more homogeneous cross section 

profiles and phase contrast. Taken together, these results suggest that the morphology of the 

∂IPS/PS·Au SAM is deeply governed by the kinetics of the IPSH chemisorption during the 

gradient preparation. We hypothesize that in the portion of the substrate that is less exposed to 

IPSH (low-density region), the peptides chemisorb messily through small aggregates observed as 

“patches” on the Au surface. On the other hand, regions that undergo immersion time of 15 min 
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result in high density regions as the IPSHs have longer time to optimize the occupied space in an 

organized monolayer with increased peptide amount (in line with the nitrogen levels revealed by 

XPS assessment). The new WCA measurements onto these uf-Au(111) chips yield static WCA of 

31° for IPS10%/PS∙uf-Au(111), of 55° for IPS90%/PS∙uf-Au(111), of 64° and 51° for the 

∂IPS/PS∙uf-Au(111) in the low- and high-density regions, respectively. While the WCA values of 

the isocratic SAMs previously obtained are now nicely reproduced on the uf-Au(111) chips, those 

of the gradients significantly differ both in absolute values and wettability change across the 

gradients according to the kind of substrates. Concerning the absolute values, their differences 

might be explained by the baseline (WCA of the clean substrate) registered that was close to zero 

for the former Au substrates, while was 40 – 50° for the uf-Au(111) chips. On the other hand, the 

difference in the wettability variation along the gradient (+5° for the former Au substrates and -

13° onto the uf-Au(111) chips) can be explained by the different surface roughness: the rougher 

Au substrate can facilitate the adsorption of the filler, smaller in size, rather than the peptide 

aggregates. In that scenario, the amount of filler molecules in the low-density region of the gradient 

can influence the peptide packing in a substrate rather than in the other.  

The differences between the static WCA values of the isotropic SAMs and the SAM gradient 

onto uf-Au(111) chips is probably due to the highly kinetic character of the anisotropic patterning 

consequent to the two step immersion protocol. Static WCA of ∂IPS/PS∙uf-Au(111) shows values 

from around 65° (low-peptide region) to 50° (high-concentration region). The low peptide 

concentration region could present the chemisorbed peptide in a flat conformation, reducing the 

Au sites available for the chemisorption of the filler, thus diminishing its contribution towards 
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hydrophilicity. This is in line with the large number of aggregates observed per µm2 in the AFM 

characterization (see Figure S4-8-9). Regarding the high concentration region of SAM gradient, 

the wettability can be compared to the one of the isocratic IPS90%/PS∙uf-Au(111) SAM, where 

the contact angle is about 50°. These results can be explained by considering that the gradient is 

pretty shallow also onto these ultra-flat chips, as confirmed by XPS analysis (data not shown), and 

considering the very kinetic character of the thiol self-assembly. The difference in thiol adsorption 

can play an important role in the second immersion step, where the “gentle” backfilling conditions 

(µM concentration of the filler and reduced immersion time) should promote surface saturation 

and avoid massive peptide replacement. Having an already saturated surface of perhaps flat 

peptide, this can lead to a small increase in hydrophilicity (ΔWCA of -15°). Regarding the dynamic 

measurements, advancing and receding contact angle measurements (ARCA, see Figure S4-10) 

IPS10%/PS∙uf-Au(111) ARCA shows an advancing WCA of 39° and a receding WCA of 30°. The 

ARCA WCA difference is 8° indicating that the system is well packed, with just 10% of peptide 

in the isocratic SAM. IPS90%/PS∙uf-Au(111) ARCA shows an advancing WCA of 62° and a 

receding value of 29°. The difference is 32°, which shows that increasing the percentage of peptide, 

leads to the addition of local disorder due to the peptide organization. ∂IPS/PS∙uf-Au(111) ARCA 

measurements in the low-density region show an advancing value of 72° and a receding angle of 

53°. The difference in angles is 19°. This can be due to an intermediate situation in which some 

peptide stays flat or is bound as aggregates across the surface, leading to local disorder. 

∂IPS/PS∙uf-Au(111) ARCA measurements show and advancing value of 67° and a receding 

angle of 42°. The difference between such values is 25°, showing probably that despite the lack of 
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aggregates seen in the AFM analyses, the packing is still far from the isocratic self-assembly where 

homogeneity is considerably higher. The higher hysteresis value of 25° is due to the higher peptide 

concentration on surface. Increasing the peptide concentration decreases the homogeneity of the 

packing even if no aggregates can be found in the high concentration regions of the AFM surface 

analyses. Based on the wettability and XPS findings, one may conclude that one step- versus two-

step procedures generate distinctly-organized ECM-mimicking substrates, whose differences are 

not limited to the peptide density, but most likely reflect the different structural organization.  

Taken together, these data confirm that the SAM organization strongly depends not only on the 

overall composition, that is the presence of the IGD-bearing peptides, the alkanethiol fillers, the 

Au surface, but also on the chemisorption procedure. It can be plausibly inferred that such different 

SAM organizations might be governed by intercomponent interactions affecting the peptide 

adsorption onto Au, its conformational freedom and ultimately its orientation. 

Biological activity of the ECM-mimicking SAMs. For the biological studies we selected cell lines 

displaying different level of integrins (key cell-surface receptors involved in the transduction 

between extracellular stimuli and cytoskeleton rearrangements),12, 67, 68 and thus capable of 

undergoing migration (physiologically- or pathologically-driven). For the whole study, we 

focused on the MDA-MB-231 cells, which are a known model of metastatic breast cancer cells, 

and used human dermal fibroblasts (HDF) and MDA-MB-435 cells (model of melanoma cells) 

as controls. 
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In the first step, we have performed adhesion assays at both cellular and molecular level to 

evaluate whether SAMs exposing the IGD motif can sustain cell adhesion, which is the prerequisite 

for migration and replication. Adhesion of MDA-MB-231 cells at the whole-population level was 

screened by a standard assay, which involves the cell seeding, incubation and gentle washing to 

remove the loosely bound cells over the substrates.24, 30, 69 By combining such method and optical 

microscopy imaging (Supporting information S1), a dataset of cell densities was generated, 

allowing for the determination of the cell adhesion percentage (CA%) on every tested SAM. 

Adhesion at the molecular level was instead evaluated by determining the FAK expression and 

phosphorylation level (pY397-FAK/FAK ratio).70, 71, 72 The biological dataset of CA%, FAK 

expression and phosphorylation can be put in relation with the surface properties emerging from 

the wettability (WCA) and peptide density (N/C proportion) assessments of the different SAMs 

(Figure 3c-f). One can notice that a broad range of WCA values and N/C proportions elicits high 

cell adhesions (i.e. more than 60%, Figure 3a-b). On the contrary, the lack of the peptide moiety 

in the control SAMs appears the main reason for the lower percentages detected. The influence of 

WCA and N/C proportion on the FAK expression sustains these findings, since all of peptidic-

SAMs elicit higher expression levels (≈ 2- to 10-fold) than the bioinert PS∙Au substrate. 

Conversely CS∙Au SAM triggers non-negligible FAK levels most likely due to aspecific 

hydrophobic interactions (Figure 3c-d). Thus, the presence of the bio-specific peptidic moiety is 

the mandatory requirement to elicit specific cell adhesion both at whole population and molecular 

levels, excluding an aspecific effect mediated by the mere physicochemical properties of the  

SAMs understudy.  Remarkably, the SAMs exposing the IGD motif induce high FAK 

phosphorylation (0.5 – 0.9, Figure 3e-f), similarly to the reference surfaces exposing RGD peptides 
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(Figure 3e,f). These results suggest that, regardless of the surface wettability, cell-adhesive SAMs 

require the IGDQ termination to sustain specific cell adhesion. We have then developed a test to 

reveal whether these ECM-mimicking SAMs can trigger motogenic responses on the MDA-MB-

231 cells. To this aim, we patterned the SAM gradients by xurography,24 to delimit the cell 

deposition spot (a round area of ca. 13 mm2) and the migration path (rectangular channel of 1 x 9 

mm, Supporting information S5). 

Regarding the SAM gradients, we observed significant cell displacements by using either 

∂IPS/PS·Au or ∂IS/CS·Au, and only cell adhesion and replication in the following conditions: i) 

SAM gradients lacking of either the surface filler (i.e. ∂IS·Au, Table S2 entry 12) or the IGDQ 

sequence (i.e. ∂CS·Au, Table S2 entry 13); ii) in the presence of shallower IGD SAM gradients 

(i.e. ∂IPS/PS·Au prepared with a slower immersion speed, see Table S2 entry 11). 
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Figure 3. Influence of WCA values (left column) and N/C proportions (right column) of the set of 

isotropic SAMs in determining the cell adhesion percentages (CA%, a,b), the FAK expression 

levels (c,d), and the pFAK/FAK ratios (e,f). Data are reported as mean Y±S.E.M and mean X±S.D. 
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Circles surrounding the data points are meant just to highlight and “sort” the differences between 

the biologic activity of the peptidic SAMs and those exposing only the fillers (a-d) or between 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic peptide SAMs (e,f). 

 

For these data, it is clear that the increase of hydrophobicity is not the driving force for the observed 

cell displacements, since the reference SAM ∂CS·Au is devoid of motogenicity compared to 

∂IS/CS·Au, despite the similar wettability variations (ΔWCA of 13.3° and 22.5°, respectively, see 

Table S2). The time-dependent migration of the MDA-MB-231 cells occurs only onto SAM 

gradients with a defined variation of the IGD surface density (see the ΔN 1s/ΔX values in Figure 

4). This suggests that both ∂IPS/PS·Au and ∂IS/CS·Au SAMs possess the peptide sequence, 

anisotropic peptide distribution (about 0.5 ΔN1s/ΔX, see Figure 4), and peptide density (0.15 to 

0.23, see Figure 2d), to correctly expose the IGD sequence at the biological interface, ultimately 

triggering gradient-driven motogenicity.  

Due to the nature of the N-terminal aa in the IGDQ sequence, proper ILE orientation would 

therefore relate with the hydrophobic character increment (ΔWCA) of the motogenic surface, as 

observed by wettability measurements. The motogenic SAMs display changes of the WCA values 

across the gradients (from 32.6° to 38.0° for ∂IPS/PS·Au and from 48.7 to 71.2° for ∂IS/CS·Au, 

see Table S2). This positive variation of WCA indicates the transition from a more hydrophilic to 

a more hydrophobic surface, independently of the underneath surface composition (hydrophilic 

∂IPS/PS·Au or hydrophobic ∂IS/CS·Au). Such hydrophobicity raises cannot be merely associated 

with the changes in the peptide-to-filler ratios, but may rather reflect the occurrence of 
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conformational rearrangements, such as a better exposition of the IGDQ peptide hydrophobic 

portion (the ILE residue) to the aqueous interface.  
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Figure 4. Chemical composition and motogenic properties of SAM gradients: ∂IPS/PS·Au (left 

column) and ∂IS/CS·Au (right column). a) Position-dependent composition reported as N1s (blue 

circles) and S2p (orange triangles), at% as revealed by XPS analysis and data normalization (see 

Supporting Information S3), b) position-dependent WCA values (positioned above the 

approximate location across the chemical gradient), and c) time-dependent (t=0 – 120h) imaging 

of the whole-population cell migration across the chemical gradients. 

Indeed, SAM gradients devoid of motogenic activity display either a lower hydrophobicity (the 

WCA along the shallower ∂IPS/PS∙Au change from 30.6° to 34.5°) or even a decrease of the 

hydrophobicity along the gradient (ΔWCA for ∂IS∙Au is -4.9°). These observations clearly suggest 

that the abovementioned relationship between the structural composition and organization of the 

SAM is also related to the motogenic properties exerted at the interface. Additionally, SAM 

composition and organization bring with them hidden information about the interactions occurring 

within the SAMs, which might play a role in determining the correct exposition of the motogenic 

sequence, at last connected to the motogenic effect. Hence, the so inferred structure/activity 

relationship, although plausible, misses of the structural arguments governing such macroscopic 

physicochemical properties. Therefore, further studies are required. Aiming at this, a stepwise in 

silico approach was envisaged and carried out to unravel the structural aspects and the interactions 

at the atomistic level ruling the formation of the correctly exposed IGDQ SAMs. 

Theoretical simulation of the IGDQ-confined SAMs. The selected model systems herewith 

simulated are: i) peptides ISH and IPSH prior to the chemisorption in solutions; ii) peptides 

confined onto the Au surface, in the following environments: one peptide (1-IS∙Au and 1-IPS∙Au), 
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two adjacent peptides (2-IS∙Au and 2-IPS∙Au), and an anisotropic peptide distribution (30 

peptides distributed in seven lines in a triangular pattern from one peptide (first line) to seven 

peptides (seventh line)) mimicking the peptide surface gradient (∂IS∙Au, and ∂IPS∙Au); iii) 

peptide alkanethiols adsorbed onto Au surfaces as mixed SAMs with surface filler onto the Au 

surface with one peptide (1-IS/CS∙Au and 1-IPS/PS∙Au), two adjacent peptides (2-IS/CS∙Au and 

2-IPS/PS∙Au), and an anisotropic peptide distribution (30 peptides distributed in seven lines in a 

triangular pattern from one peptide (first line) to seven peptides (seventh line)) mimicking the 

peptide surface gradient (∂IS/CS∙Au and ∂IPS/PS∙Au).  

From the solvent to the number of peptides, from the presence to the absence of the surface fillers, 

every simulated condition is built up in the view of representatively describe and unravel the 

experimental evidences. In particular, 10 ns classical MD simulations of each system were first 

run in explicit MeOH, to describe the intra- and inter-molecular interactions potentially occurring 

during the chemisorption step, followed by additional 10 ns MD simulations in explicit water, to 

reproduce the conditions potentially occurring at the biological interface with the cells. The choice 

of simulating three separated systems with a different number of peptides or a peptide gradient-

patterned surface originates from the need of understanding the intra and inter-relationships 

between each IGDQ-based peptide with the Au surface as a function of its increasing 

concentration. By simulating the presence or the absence of the surface fillers, we aimed at 

understanding the effect of the filler on the peptide conformation and exposition. All the systems 

are summarized in Table S7-1. 
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Generally, both ISH and IPSH are structurally characterized by a protonated terminal ILE (NH3) 

and deprotonated ASP (COO-) which might represent inter and intramolecular reactive points. 

Moreover, the presence of the alkyl or ethylene-glycolic linkers might be at the base of backbone 

flexibility of the two designed peptides. Either aspect might significantly affect the ISH and IPSH 

dynamic in solution as well as once chemisorbed onto the Au surface, thus requiring preliminary 

investigation of their conformational space first in solution. In particular, the structural changes 

over the MD trajectories were quantified by calculating the Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) 

of the Cα, N and C atoms of the peptides backbone as a measure of the different peptide 

conformations, by the Radius of Gyration (Rg), which refers to the peptide compactness, and by 

the peptides H-bonds as indication of the intramolecular interactions possibly occurring after the 

peptide conformational changes (Figure S7-1).  

The two peptides start differentiating already with the <RMSD> analysis that reveals large 

fluctuations (4.4 ± 0.9 Å) for ISH molecule and a more stable profile for IPSH (1.5 ± 0.4 Å, Table 

1 and Figure S7-1a). The suggested high degrees of freedom associated to the ISH conformation, 

indeed correspond to its alternation between a closed and extended conformation (Figure S7-1a), 

as demonstrated by cluster analysis (occupancy of the 35.7 % and 64.3 %, respectively). 

Conversely, IPSH tends to preferentially adopt a unique closed conformation (99.7% of 

occupancy). In line with this, the calculated Rg of ISH and IPSH initially decreases when the 

peptides adopt the more compact conformation (closed, Rgmin = 5.0 Å for ISH and 6.6 Å for 

IPSH), whereas it increases when the molecule switches to the extended structure (Rgmax = 8.7 Å 

for ISH and 13.8 Å for IPSH, Table 1), showing Rg values oscillating between the two 
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conformations as a function of time (Figure S7-1b). The comparison of the ISH and IPSH 

dynamics laid out already at this stage a different scenario: in MeOH solution ISH alternates 

between two conformations in contrast to the more conformationally stable IPSH that is found in 

a closed conformation. This is essentially driven by the presence of intramolecular H-bonds 

occurring between the GLN and ASP, ILE and LYS residues that, with a 62 % and 12 % of 

occupancy respectively, hold the peptide in a closed conformation. Conversely no intramolecular 

H-bonds have been detected along the trajectory for peptide ISH. From these data we can speculate 

that ISH and IPSH peptides in solution before approaching the Au surface for the SAM formation 

would be dominated by significant backbone flexibility and by a considerable H-bonding 

tendency, respectively. Finally, the Rg values detected for the closed and extended conformations 

will serve as references for the conformational evaluation of the peptides within the SAMs.  

Taking in mind the information gathered from the exploratory simulations of the peptides in 

solution, their subsequent behavior when approaching the surface was studied by simulating 1, 2 

and the gradient ∂ of IS∙Au and IPS∙Au immobilized onto the surface first in MeOH, then in water. 

Starting with the shorter and hydrophobic IS∙Au in MeOH medium, the <RMSD> of its backbone 

revealed the same profile as for the free peptide (ISH in MeOH) presenting large fluctuations (7.3 

± 3.5 Å for IS∙Au) demonstrating that structural changes persisted even when the peptide is 

chemisorbed onto the metal surface. Interestingly, the <RMSD> slightly increases (8.4 and 8.2 Å, 

respectively) with the increasing peptide concentration (2-IS·Au and ∂IS·Au), meaning that they 

still undergo large conformational changes, yet with lower oscillations (standard deviation, SD of 

1.7 and 1.0 Å, respectively).  
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Reasonably, the presence of two or more peptides mutually influences the adsorption and 

conformations of the molecules involved in intermolecular interactions. However, H-bonds 

between the side chains of the peptides sequence were detected only in the ∂IS·Au system with a 

maximum of 18 % of average occupancy (ASP-ILE, Table S7-2). Consistent results were observed 

from the simulation in explicit water solvent (Table 1).  

Table 1. Average RMSD, Rg and SASA values calculated along the 10 ns MD simulations in 

MeOH and water for 1, 2 and ∂ of ISH, IPSH, IS∙Au, IPS∙Au, IS/CS∙Au and IPS/PS∙Au. The 

standard deviation is also reported. 

 <RMSD>[a] <Rg>[a] <SASA>[b] 

 MeOH Water MeOH Water MeOH Water 

ISH 4.4 ± 0.9 - 6.7 ± 0.8 - - - 

Extended   8.7    

Closed   5    

IPSH 1.5 ± 0.4  9.8 ± 1.3    

Extended   13.8    

Closed   6.6    

IS∙Au       

1 7.3 ± 3.5 8.9 ± 2.2 7.8 ± 0.9 5.7 ± 0.6 1035 ± 98 751 ± 75 

2 8.4 ± 1.7 9.4 ± 2.5 12 ± 1.8 7.6 ± 0.5 1920 ± 
128 

1169 ± 
100 

∂ 8.2 ± 1.0 5.7 ± 0.8 21.4 ± 0.7 20.2 ± 0.2 16466 ± 
748 

10585 ± 
904 

IPS∙Au       
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1 0.8 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.3 8.4 ± 1.4 8.4 ± 1.3 994 ± 52 1015 ± 56 

2 3.7 ± 0.7 4.3 ± 2.1 11.3 ± 1.4 9.5 ± 1.2 2032 ± 78 1718 ± 84 

∂ 5.0 ± 0.9 7.3 ± 1.7 21.5 ± 0.5 21.2 ± 0.3 21209 ± 
1578 

19649 ± 
1581 

IS/CS∙Au       

1 3.5 ± 0.2 6.3 ± 1.7 8.3 ± 0.9 6 ± 0.3 799 ± 73 590 ± 50 

2 3.9 ± 0.3 4.8 ± 1.1 8.7 ± 0.4 7.7 ± 0.2 1311 ± 92 1029 ± 70 

∂ 6.9 ± 1.0 5.4 ± 1.0 22.5 ± 0.7 22.5 ± 0.2 15412 ± 
1187 

11539 ± 
641 

IPS/PS∙Au       

1 1.8 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 2.5 12.1 ± 0.7 11.3 ± 0.1 1072 ± 17 1056 ± 22 

2 6.0 ± 2.4 9.1 ± 2.5 13.8 ± 0.8 15.3 ± 0.9 2122 ± 45 2155 ± 33 

∂ 5.5 ± 0.4 5.4 ± 1.2 22.7 ± 0.4 23.1 ± 0.2 24879 ± 
1171 

25298 ± 
1751 

[a] Å; [b] A2 

 

Although the last MeOH snapshot resulted equilibrated, consistent fluctuations persist also when 

one or two peptides, freer to move, are simulated in water (8.9 ± 2.2 and 9.4 ± 2.5, respectively). 

On the other hand, the fluctuations of the SAM gradients are visibly attenuated (5.7 ± 0.8 Å, Table 

2) upon water solvation, while persist the same H-bonding interactions previously encountered in 

MeOH solution (ASP-ILE 16 % of occupancy, Table S7-2). 

More precise information concerning the conformational aspects derived from the Rg analysis 

correlated by a visual inspection (Figure S7-2a and Table 2). Having in mind the Rg values of the 

two identified conformations (Rg = 5.0 Å and 8.7 Å for the closed and extended conformers, 
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respectively, Table 2), the <Rg> of 1-IS·Au implies a transition from an upright orientation in 

MeOH (<Rg> = 7.8 Å) to a more compact conformation in water (<Rg> = 5.7 Å) where the peptide 

lies on the Au surface (Figure 5a). Similarly, when two or more molecules are confined on the 

surface (2-IS∙Au and ∂IS∙Au), an extended conformation is observed in MeOH (<Rg> = 12 ± 1.8 

and 21.4 ± 0.7 Å, Table 2), while a drastic conformational collapse on the surface is clearly 

evidenced when simulated in an aqueous environment (<Rg> = 7.6 ± 0.5 and 20.2 ± 0.2 Å for 2- 

and ∂IS∙Au, respectively, Table 2). These observations are in line with a known tendency of aa or 

longer polypeptides to strongly physically absorb on metal surfaces. In particular, the simulated 

gradient displays a disordered organization in MeOH solution, that becomes a perfect semi-

spherical aggregation in water. The collapsed conformation calculated for 1-, 2- and ∂IS∙Au recalls 

the low degree of surface organization suggested by the WCA values of the corresponding full 

isocratic SAM (IS∙Au, entries 4 and 12 Table S2). Afterwards, the solvent accessible surface area 

(SASA) profile was assessed for the three simulated structures describing the exposed peptide 

surface as a function of its conformational change along the time (Figure S7-2c). Indeed, SASA 

nicely correlates with the conformation of free ISH as a certain exposed surface associated to the 

extended conformation (<Rg> = 7.8 and 12 Å for 1-IS·Au and 2-IS·Au in MeOH, Table 2) in 

MeOH, is remarkably decreased in water as a consequence of the conformational change to the 

closed arrangement (<Rg> = 5.7 and 7.6 Å, Table 2 and Figure S7-2c). In particular, a drastic 

reduction of SASA is observed for ∂IS∙Au that passes from 16466 to 10585 A2 from MeOH to 

water, confirming the disordered aggregation with a reduced surface exposition. This might be at 

the base of the poor cellular motogenitcity of ∂IS·Au. Further, the electrostatic surface potential 

both in MeOH and water, displayed in Figure 5a-c, shows the tangential adsorption of the 
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immobilized Au-peptide pointing the hydrophobic residues (blue coloration) ILE and GLY 

towards the surface, while exposing the hydrophilic aa (red coloration) GLN or ASP to the solvent 

bulk (MeOH and water, respectively). This is in line with the low WCA observed experimentally 

(entries 4 and 12 Table S2), typical of a hydrophilic surface.  

 

Figure 5. Front views of electrostatic surface potential plotted onto the peptide in the last snapshot 

of 1-IS·Au (a), 2-IS·Au (b), and ∂IS·Au (c) MD simulations in MeOH (left column) and water 
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(right column). The scale bar at the bottom is also reported. The aa residues within the peptide 

structures (a and b) are labeled with their symbol name, namely Isoleucine (ILE), Glycine (GLY), 

Aspartic acid (ASP), Glutamine (GLN) and Lysine (LYS). 

Additionally, it is worth noting that the ILE is here the N-term residue, and this could in principle 

contribute to the binding to Au through the NH3
+ functional group, known to strongly interact with 

Au surfaces. The simulated systems demonstrate that the intrinsic backbone flexibility of ISH lasts 

even when the peptide is chemisorbed on Au (high <RMSD>). This is once again translated in the 

alternation of closed/extended conformations in MeOH (<Rg> values with higher SD with respect 

to water), while the water environment further favors internal H-bonding interactions to be 

established, inducing the formation of the closed conformation of one or more collapsing peptides 

on the metal surface. This explains the reduced SASA values for the water-simulated systems that 

maximize the contact with the surface rather than the sequence exposition. The expected self-

assembly ordering, in principle driven by van der Waals (vdW) interactions among the alkyl 

linkers, here drastically fails yielding to the spontaneous peptide adsorption on Au through a 

backbone direct contact. Eventually, the electrostatic surface potential gives a precise mapping of 

the residues orientation that, mostly pointing the hydrophobic residues towards the Au surface, is 

in line with the physical (WCA) and functional (biological response) responses caused by the 

presence of conformationally-folded peptide.  

MD simulations were therefore performed on 1-, 2- and ∂IPS·Au in order to provide structural 

insights on the behavior of the hydrophilic peptide once chemisorbed on the Au surface. As 

observed for the comparison between free ISH in solution and that chemisorbed on the metal 
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surface, the calculation of the <RMSD> reveals that also IPS∙Au maintains the same stable trend 

as IPSH in MeOH (0.8 ± 0.2 Å for IPS∙Au, Table 2 and Figure S7-3). Similarly to its equivalent 

in solution, intramolecular H-bonds are detected, confirming the stable RMSD profile of IPS∙Au 

(ASP-GLN 24 % of occupancy, Table S7-2). By increasing the number of peptides (2- and 

∂IPS·Au), an effect on the fluctuation of the systems is observed as higher <RMSD> values are 

calculated (3.7 ± 0.7 and 5.0 ± 0.9 Å for 2-IPS∙Au and ∂IPS∙Au, Table 2). This suggests that 

conformational rearrangements are occurring when two or more peptides are in contacts although 

with very small oscillations (low SD values). As expected, the increase of the peptide 

concentration in the system reveals an increase in the intermolecular interactions, as demonstrated 

by the large number of H-bonds detected for 2-IPS∙Au (ASP-ILE 33 % of occupancy for intra and 

intermolecular interactions, Table S7-2) and ∂IPS∙Au (ASP-ILE 99 % of occupancy, Table S7-2). 

The simulations run in water confirmed the same trend showing 1-IPS∙Au stably fluctuating 

around a constant RMSD value (1 ± 0.3 Å), which increases as a function of the number of peptides 

in the systems (4.3 ± 2.1 and 7.3 ± 1.7 Å for 2-IPS∙Au and ∂IPS∙Au, Table 2). Specifically, the 

fluctuations are now slightly more evident as the <RMSD> are higher in water with respect to the 

same systems in MeOH (Table 2). In parallel, the H-bonds detected present lower % of occupancy 

with respect to the simulations in MeOH, especially for the systems with one or two peptides 

(ASP-GLN from 24 to 8 % of occupancy in 1-IPS∙Au, ASP-ILE from 33 to 0 % in 2-IPS·Au, 

Table S7-2). Hence the slight increase in fluctuation (higher RMSD) can be explained by the 

likewise decrease of occupancy of the observed H-bonds. Information about the conformation of 

IPSH chemisorbed on the surface derives once more from the Rg analysis. Molecular system 1-

IPS·Au, both in MeOH and water, displays an average value of 8.4 Å corresponding to a 
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conformation in between the folded (Rg = 6.6 Å) and extended (Rg = 13.8 Å) system. On the other 

hand, 2-IPS∙Au and ∂IPS·Au seem to adopt conformation closer to the extended arrangement, as 

their <Rg> values range from 11.3 ± 1.4 to 9.5 ± 1.2 Å for 2-IPS·Au and 21.5 ± 0.5 and 21.2 ± 

0.3 for ∂IPS·Au in MeOH and water, respectively. If during the simulations in MeOH, 1-, 2- and 

∂IPS·Au tend to stand vertical on the surface (first column Figures 6a-c) yet entertaining intra and 

intermolecular contacts (H-bonds in Table S7-2) one can see that their structures are in an 

intermediate conformation. On the other hand, when simulated in water the peptides clearly adhere 

to the metal surface through their backbone (second column Figures 6a-c). Hence in line with the 

Rg values, the peptides are “extended” but laid down on the surface. Additionally, the electrostatic 

surface potential reveals that when the peptides adsorb on the surface they mainly point the 

hydrophobic residues (ILE and GLY) towards the metal while the hydrophilic (ASP and GLN) are 

solvent-oriented (Figure 6).  

Consistently, this nicely correlates with the measured WCA and the high wettability originating 

from the hydrophilic peptide (entry 3 Table S2). As previously observed, the SASA helps in 

quantifying the exposition of the peptides chemisorbed onto the surface depending on the adopted 

conformations. While for 1-IPS∙Au the exposed surface is constant both in MeOH and in water 

consistently with unvaried Rg (Table 2), in 2- and ∂IPS·Au a remarkable reduction of the SASA 

was observed when passing from MeOH to water, consistently with the peptides adhesion to the 

surface and the reduced exposed surface. The IPSH tendency to form H-bonds, as detected from 

the simulation of IPSH in water, may thus be the key factor in modulating the peptide 

conformation and consequently, upon chemisorption onto Au, its solvent orientation. Inter and 
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intra-peptide H-bonds are indeed observed during the simulation of 1-, 2- and ∂IPS·Au systems 

both in MeOH and in water inducing the bending of its structure and the subsequent collapsing 

onto the surface. 

 

Figure 6. Front view of electrostatic surface potential plotted on the last snapshot of the 1- (a), 2- 

(b) and ∂IPS∙Au (c) MD simulations in MeOH (left column) and water (right column). The scale 
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bar at the bottom is also reported. The aa residues within the peptide structure are labeled with 

their symbol name, namely Isoleucine (ILE), Glycine (GLY), Aspartic acid (ASP), Glutamine 

(GLN) and Lysine (LYS). The scale bar at the bottom is also reported. 

This is accompanied by significant reduction of SASA and major exposition of the hydrophilic 

residues towards the solvent bulk. In the view of achieving a well-organized and effective 

motogenic patterned surface, two-components SAMs of IS∙Au backfilled with the hydrophobic 

CSH molecular filler were successfully produced and tested. Hence, the systematic computational 

investigation includes also MD simulations of the 1-, 2- and ∂IS/CS∙Au systems in MeOH and 

water, respectively representing the conditions occurring during the surface assembly and 

biological assessments. When the behavior of the peptide surrounded by the SAM of CS∙Au is 

simulated in MeOH, IS∙Au at any concentration (1, 2 and ∂) displays always drastically dumped 

fluctuations in the <RMSD> with respect to the isocratic systems (3.5, 3.9 and 6.9 Å respectively, 

Table 2 and Figure S-4b), which find explanations in the structural organization of the SAM 

induced by the presence of the filler. Moreover, in 2-IS/CS∙Au the inter-peptide interaction 

between ASP-LYS comes into occur with an average % of occupancy equal to 6% that increases 

up to 23% in ∂IS/CS∙Au, along with many other H-bonding pairs (Table S7-2).  

When the three systems are then switched to water, the <RMSD> values are generally higher, 

confirming the high conformational freedom of the peptides within the IS/CS∙Au SAMs. Notably, 

these systems maintain the dynamicity of the exposed motogenic sequence emerging from the 

SAMs, but at the same time conserve the ability of entertaining inter-peptide interactions. For 

example, in 2-IS/CS∙Au the GLN-GLN H-bonding pair is encountered with 15 % of average 
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occupancy; whereas in ∂IS/CS∙Au the network of H-bonds is expanded as a function of the 

concentration of the peptide, displaying, among the most occupied H-bonding pairs, the ASP-ASP 

(30%) and the ASP-ILE pairs (16%, Table S7-2).  

Noteworthy, the observed H-bonds are now occurring preferentially between the same residues 

of different peptides (GLN-GLN or ASP-ASP) assuming a ‘face-to-face’ reciprocal peptides 

orientation, prompting any distortion or bending of the peptide structures yet aiding its vertical 

exposition. This latter hypothesis was then corroborated by the Rg calculated values (Table 2 and 

Figure S7-4a). The 1-IS/CS∙Au system shows slightly higher <Rg> values compared to 1-IS∙Au 

(8.3 and 7.8 Å respectively), but with the big difference that the first is actually extended towards 

the solvent (Figure 7a), the second, although refers to an extended conformation (8.7 Å for 

ISH/MeOH), corresponds to a closed and poorly exposed arrangement (Figure 5a). Moving to 

water, despite the <Rg> of 1-IS/CS∙Au decreases to 6 Å, the majority of the sequence is still 

stretched towards the solvent clearly exposing the hydrophobic ILE residue as the electrostatic 

surface potential reveals (Figure 7a). Similarly, the <Rg> value of 2-IS/CS∙Au simulated in MeOH 

of 8.7 Å effectively corresponds to the extended conformations and the ideal ILE exposition is 

maintained (Figure 7b). However, when the system is simulated in water, the two molecules tend 

to lie on the SAM surface (Figure 7b). This can be explained by the reported tendency of aa such 

as LYS and GLN that, although polar, bearing a long alkyl side chains, can establish hydrophobic 

interactions with alkanethiol SAM,73 as can occur with our CS∙Au SAM. Nevertheless, in 1-

IS/CS∙Au and 2-IS/CS∙Au a better exposition and readability of the motogenic sequence is now 

achieved as the hydrophobic ILE are visibly pointing towards the solvent (Figure 7a-b). When it 
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comes into the evaluation of the peptide exposition in the gradient ∂IS/CS∙Au, it is worth noting 

that the <Rg> in MeOH is significantly higher than that of the isocratic one component peptide 

SAM (22.5 and 21.4 Å, respectively), and it remains unvaried also in the simulation in water (22.5 

and 20.2 Å respectively, Table 2). Finally, a reduction of <SASA> is recorded at any peptide 

concentration (1-, 2- and ∂) passing from MeOH to water, from two- to one-component SAMs 

(Table 2), in principal implying a reduced exposed peptide surface in IS/CS∙Au systems. However, 

taking into account that in the IS∙Au systems the exposed surface is intrinsically higher due to the 

absence of the surrounding surface fillers, the <SASA> values are surprisingly similar when 

compared to the two-components systems. In particular, <SASA> of ∂IS∙Au and ∂IS/CS∙Au in 

MeOH are 16466 ± 748 and 15412 ± 1187 A2, and in water 10585 ± 904 and 11539 ± 641 A2, 

respectively. This suggests that the CSH filler effectively ameliorates the peptide exposition as 

compared to the one-component attempts.  

Summarizing, neither the peptide conformation nor the inter-peptide interactions affect the 

exposition of IS∙Au when is surrounded by a CS∙Au SAM in 1- and 2-IS/CS∙Au as it perfectly 

exposes its sequence, pointing especially the hydrophobic ILE towards the solvent bulk (both in 

MeOH and water, Figure 7a-b). When the peptide concentration increases (∂IS/CS∙Au) it was 

proved a general major peptide surface exposition (Rg and SASA values) thanks to the 

contribution of ‘face-to-face’ H-bonds occurring especially at the base of the peptides. Therefore, 

in silico results agree with the empirical data collected from the WCA measurements and 

biological tests in revealing the effective capacity of the CSH filler in enhancing the peptide 

availability and sequence exposition.  
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Figure 7. Front view of electrostatic surface potential plotted on the last snapshot of the 1- (a), 2- 

(b) and ∂IS/CS∙Au (c) MD simulations in MeOH (left column) and water (right column). The 

scale bar at the bottom is also reported. The aa residues within the peptide structure are labeled 
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with their symbol name, namely Isoleucine (ILE), Glycine (GLY), Aspartic acid (ASP), Glutamine 

(GLN) and Lysine (LYS). The scale bar at the bottom is also reported. 

Finally, the comprehension of the behavior of the experimentally tested SAMs was completed by 

performing the same simulations and analysis also on 1-, 2- and ∂IPS/PS∙Au. Surprisingly the 

<RMSD> of all the simulated systems surrounded by the hydrophilic filler are now slightly 

increased in values with respect to the corresponding one-component SAMs, both in MeOH and 

in water (Table 2 and Figure S11). A proper look at the intra and intermolecular interactions 

explains the faint increase in <RMSD> with the decrease, up to the complete loss, of occupancy 

of the previously observed H-bonds (for example ASP-GLN from 24 to 18 % of occupancy in 

MeOH, from 8 to 0 % in water for 1-IPS∙Au and 1-IPS/PS∙Au, respectively, Table S7) which 

reasons the higher peptide freedom and flexibility.  

In parallel, during the water simulations the ASP-PEG H-bonding pair starts appearing with an 

occupancy of 10 % for 1-IPS/PS∙Au and of 15 % for 2-IPS/PS∙Au. This might represent an 

anchoring point of the peptides to the surrounding filler SAM that simultaneously prevents the IPS 

peptides from bending and/or stacking among each other. As a proof of this, the MeOH <Rg> 

values remarkably range close to the extended conformation (12.1 and 13.8 Å for 1-IPS/PS∙Au 

and 2-IPS/PS∙Au, respectively) as well as in water (11.3 and 15.3 Å for 1-IPS/PS∙Au and 2-

IPS/PS∙Au, Table 2 and Figure S11). Significantly, in the gradient system the anchoring occurs 

between LYS, the linking residue at the base of IGDQK peptide, and the adjacent PEGs (about 70 

% and 56 % of occupancy in MeOH and water, respectively Table S7-2). The latter completes the 

intricate network of H-bonds that is also observed for the ∂IPS/PS∙Au system which explains the 
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stable and reduced <RMSD> values compared to the one-component system (Table 2). The 

anchoring LYS-ASP interactions along with the ‘face-to-face’ residues H-bonding seems 

guarantying the extended conformation also during the gradient simulations recording an increase 

in <Rg> from 22.7 to 23.1 Å passing from MeOH to water. The quantification of the peptide 

exposition was also in these cases assessed by the SASA measurements in perfect agreement with 

the conformational analysis. 1- and 2-IPS/PS∙Au present higher exposed surface with respect to 

the one-component systems (Table 2). Importantly, <SASA> values are unvaried passing from 

MeOH to water (Table 2) in line with the similar conformation observed in the last snapshot of the 

simulations (Figure 8a-b) where one can appreciate the precise orientation of each residue. Blue 

coloration associated to the ILE residue is clearly pointing toward the solvent for 1-IPS/PS∙Au 

especially in MeOH (Figure 8a). In 2-IPS/PS∙Au, the peptide-filler intermolecular interactions 

suffice in separating the two IPS that, unaffected by their contacts, can properly and correctly 

expose the sequence starting with the hydrophobic portion of ILE and GLY (Figure 8b). Finally, 

∂IPS/PS∙Au uncovers higher surface compared to ∂IPS∙Au in MeOH (24979 and 21209 A2, 

respectively) that significantly increases in water instead of decreasing as previously observed 

(25298 and 19649 A2, Table 2). The extended conformation associated to such exposition is then 

evident in Figure 8c.  

The problem on how similar surfaces perform so differently as experimentally observed, was also 

taken on by means of classical MD simulations focusing on the three main variables that constitute 

the systems: the IGDQ-peptides, the surface fillers and Au. The comprehension at the atomistic 

level of details regarding their way of mutually interact between and among them reveals 
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interesting aspects that explain the behavior of such IGDQ peptide adsorbed on Au and correlate 

with the biological activities. 

 

Figure 8. Front view of electrostatic surface potential plotted on the last snapshot of the 1- (a), 2- 

(b) and ∂IPS/PS∙Au (c) MD simulations in MeOH (left column) and water (right column). The 

scale bar at the bottom is also reported. The aa residues within the peptide structure are labeled 
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with their symbol name, namely Isoleucine (ILE), Glycine (GLY), Aspartic acid (ASP), Glutamine 

(GLN) and Lysine (LYS). The scale bar at the bottom is also reported. 

One of the first evidence pointed out by the computational results is that, regardless the 

hydrophobic (ISH) or hydrophilic (IPSH) nature of the peptides, the IGDQ portion spontaneously 

and directly interacts with the Au surface. The high ISH flexibility in one-component SAMs 

overreaches closed conformation stabilized by intermolecular H-bonds that bending the peptide 

backbone, points the hydrophobic portion of the peptide on Au while exposing to the solution the 

hydrophilic ones (Figure 9a). The same results are achieved by one-component IPSH SAM, now 

due to its ability to entertain intramolecular H-bonds (Table S7-2) which results in the 

predominantly hydrophilic SAM, as observed in Figure 9b. These findings are at the base of the 

failure of both ∂IS∙Au and ∂IPS∙Au in attaining an organized, ordered and ultimately effective 

motogenic SAM, as evidenced by the WCA values of these systems and the equivalent gradients 

presenting also the surface fillers.  

On the other hand, the second important finding revealed by the computational studies is the 

modality through which the fillers achieve organized and motogenic surfaces. Remarkably, in the 

two-components SAM gradient IS/CS∙Au the peptides conformation is now more extended most 

likely thanks to the presence of CSH filler that, aiding the extended conformation, favors ‘face-

to-face’ H-bonds at the base of the peptides, further stabilizing a more hydrophobic SAM as 

showcased in Figure 9c. Consistently, in two-components IPS/PS∙Au gradient (Figure 9d) most 

of the conserved inter-peptides interactions are accompanied by new emerged anchoring points 

occurring between ASP and PEG from the surrounding hydrophilic fillers (Table S7-2), or ‘face-
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to-face’ H-bonds orientations that sustain the erected peptide conformation from their base. A blue 

(hydrophobic) coloration is indeed observed in the top view of ∂IPS/PS∙Au provided in Figure 9d. 

Figure 9. Top view of the electrostatic surface potential plotted on the last snapshot of the ∂IS∙Au 

(a), ∂IPS∙Au (b) ∂IS/CS∙Au (c) and ∂IPS/PS∙Au (d) MD simulations in water. The scale bar at 

the side is also reported: blue coloration corresponds to hydrophobic portion, red to hydrophilic 

ones and bluish/white/reddish describe the situation in between. Bottom: maps generated by 

calculating the RDFs by residues (terminal ILE of IGDQ, terminal CH3 of CS and PS, Au atoms) 

over the 10 ns trajectories at 3.75 Å of distance for ∂IS∙Au (a) ∂IPS∙Au (b) ∂IS/CS∙Au (c) and 

∂IPS/PS∙Au (d). From the lowest to the highest water density, each considered residue within the 

RDF maps are colored in blue, red and green respectively.  

However, despite exhaustive and detailed, the analyses carried out so far on the gradient simulated 

systems do not provide any precise information about the part of the peptide sequence actually 
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visible and prone to exert the motogenic function. Although the Rg and SASA represent a clear 

proof of the major sequence stretching and disclosure in ∂IS/CS∙Au and ∂IPS/PS∙Au (Table 2), 

the correct readability of the sequence remains to be addressed. It is worth recalling that within the 

IGDQ sequence the ILE acts as pivotal residue for the correct biological recognition and activity,19 

therefore considered the target aa for the readability of our peptide sequence. Aiming at this, the 

radial distribution functions (RDFs) were calculated only for the gradient systems simulated in 

water, since it is crucial in the biological test conditions to demonstrate the correct sequence 

recognition. At first, the RDFs were calculated between the water O and the entire contact surface 

(Supporting Information S7) thereby defining the distance with the higher water density in the four 

systems. In order to address the water-peptide interactions as a measure of the sequence exposition 

to the solvent, the RDFs was calculated for each residue separately at the defined distances (3.25 

Å for ∂IS∙Au and 3.75 Å for ∂IS/CS∙Au, ∂IPS∙Au, and ∂IPS/PS∙Au) between the water O and 

respectively the C of the terminal ILE of the IS∙Au and IPS∙Au molecules, the C atom of the 

terminal methyl group of CS∙Au and PS∙Au, and between the water O and the Au atoms when no 

fillers are present. Doing so it has been possible to measure the patterned surfaces-water 

interactions and picture a precise and punctual water distribution map over the surfaces (Figure 9, 

bottom). A RDF map is therefore drawn coloring the ILE, Au and the two fillers according to the 

relative water density around them, thus the degree of exposition will correspond to low (blue 

coloration) medium (red) and high (green) water density.  

The RDF map of ∂IS∙Au shows a lower water density in correspondence of the gold atoms that, 

completely covered by the peptides, are indeed not water-exposed (Figure 9a, light blue 
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coloration). On the other hand, the presence of the peptide defines a distinct solvent density cone, 

which is barely exposed only where the ILE are oriented towards the solvent (higher exposition 

red-green coloration), albeit the predominance of the blue coloration still evidences a poor 

exposition of the ILE residues. Knowing that the ILE exposition is fundamental for the motogenic 

activity of these patterned surfaces, these findings nicely correlate to the absence of biological 

response when ∂IS∙Au SAM was tested. The RDF map along with the evident hydrophilicity 

emerging from the electrostatic surface potential of ∂IS∙Au (Figure 9a) is in perfect agreement 

with the increase of hydrophilicity along the gradient observed by the wettability assessment 

(ΔWCA = -4.9°, Table S2). 

Similarly, the RDF map of ∂IPS∙Au displays low water density in correspondence of the gold 

surface, most likely due to its peptide coverage, while the well-defined IPS cone is only slightly 

more solvent exposed (red coloration) with considerable holes going from the lower to the higher 

peptide concentration (blue coloration, Figure 9b). The areas of the RDF map in which the ILE is 

poorly solvent exposed well match the hydrophilic spots revealed by the electrostatic surface 

potential, describing a situation in which to the increasing concentration of the peptide does not 

correspond the ILE exposition, thereby possible explanation of the devoid motogenicity of 

∂IPS∙Au. 

On the other hand, the RDF map of ∂IS/CS∙Au displays a diffused red coloration, a clear sign of 

the water exposition of both CS and ILE residues progressively exposed as a function of the 

peptides concentration (Figure 9c). The MD simulation shows that this patterned surface 

remarkably exposes the ILE residues therefore yielding a hydrophobic surface as observed in the 
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blue coloration of the electrostatic surface potential (Figure 9c, top). These results are in line with 

the experimental WCA values that unveil a significant variation in polarity along the gradient 

(ΔWCA = 22.5°, entry 10 Table S2). Hence, the remarkable motogenic activity of the gradient 

IS∙Au backfilled with CS∙Au is explained by the correct orientation of the motogenic sequence, 

starting with ILE, as demonstrated by this in silico validation.  

Finally the RDF map of ∂IPS/PS∙Au unambiguously shows a red-green coloration at the peptide 

cone level which starts with the less peptide concentrated area and persist up to the highest 

concentrated ones (Figure 9d). Of note, the surrounding PS filler is blue colored implying that its 

terminal methyl group is not solvent exposed probably covered by the adjacent peptides. The 

proper ILE exposition is thus verified also for the ∂IPS/PS∙Au for which effective motogenic 

activity was indeed registered (Figure 4).  

In conclusion, the RDF map was herein used as valuable and suitable analysis to precisely elucidate 

at the atomistic level the polarity of the produced SAMs correlating with the experimental WCA 

measurements. By punctually quantifying the ILE readability along the different gradients, through 

the RDF maps we were able to confirm the structural-activity relationship ultimately clarifying the 

divergent biological responses of the produced SAMs. Therefore, the hydrophilicity of ∂IS∙Au can 

be ascribed to the insufficient ILE orientation towards the water (Figure 9a), which reasonably 

causes no motogenic response of cancer cells deposited on such surface. The map of the ∂IPS∙Au 

system unveils a negligible increase of the ILE water orientation, which is in agreement with the 

experimental evidences of a surface that do not suffice to attain cell migration. In the same 

measure, it was nicely demonstrated that the improved performance of the two components 
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systems ∂IS/CS∙Au and ∂IPS/PS∙Au in the organization and exposition of the motogenic sequence 

is essentially due to the major and correct orientation of the ILE residues. Hence their hydrophobic 

nature, as observed experimentally and computationally, accounts for the exposition of the ILE aa 

thereby providing effective motogenic surfaces.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study we have employed both experimental and computational approaches for unraveling 

the structure-activity relationships of a set of synthetic ECM analogues exposing the IGD motifs 

of Fibronectin. Such small library of substrates exposes the peptide motifs onto hydrophilic or 

hydrophobic backgrounds, with either an isotropic peptide density (isocratic SAMs), or a surface-

imprinted peptide gradient (SAM gradients). The physicochemical characterization of their 

wettability, surface composition and morphology clearly link the SAM composition (peptide 

sequence, filler and anisotropicity) with the surface organization, the latter being responsible of 

the effects at the biological interface. In relation to the cell adhesion properties, hydrophilic IGDQ 

SAMs are able to trigger a response otherwise missing in the absence of the peptide, suggesting 

the specificity of this peptide in modulating the cell anchorage onto these substrates. Regarding 

the motogenicity, only the two-component IGDQ SAM gradients possess the proper combinations 

of peptide structure, peptide density, and anisotropic composition to correctly expose the IGD 

sequence at the biological interface, ultimately triggering motogenicity.  
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The computational analyses reveal how the sum of the interactions occurring at the intra-peptide, 

inter-peptide, peptide-filler and peptide-Au determines the IGD sequence readability at the 

biological interface, as a function of the peptide surface density and the presence of the fillers. 

Taken together, all this information rationalizes how the observed SAM organization determines 

not only the peptide conformation, but most likely also its effective readability by a yet unknown 

biological target, whose effect is the activation of specific cell machineries that participate in the 

orchestration of the observed long term cell migration. A deeper control of IGD-alkanethiols 

surface density and their structural modifications might be the future routes toward a more efficient 

modulation of the whole-cell population migration, towards metastatic cancer cells 

phenotypization and sorting.  
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